Editorial

It is a great satisfaction to present the 20th number of *Jahr – European Journal of Bioethics*. We kept the same amount and variety of papers, and this issue has a special focus on genetically modified organisms as a bioethical problem. This is especially stressed by giving space to some of the papers initially presented at the international conference *1st Osijek Days of Bioethics*, held two years ago, dedicated primarily to this topic.

In the general section, we are proud to publish a paper dedicated to Fritz Jahr again, and you can read in this issue about him as a paradigm of bioethical education. We are also fortunate that a paper dealing with European bioethics is published, specifically the one dedicated to bioethics in Eastern Europe. The final contribution in this section deals with ethical problems in the legal regulation of vaccination in the Russian Federation. All these articles are important contributions to the central focus of our journal, i.e. the exploration of European bioethics.

As already mentioned, additional space is given for the publication of several papers from the aforementioned conference, but there are also a few papers from the last years’ *2nd Osijek Days of Bioethics*, which are adequately presented in a special Guest Editors’ Editorial. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Ivica Kelam for his intensive cooperation on and final enrichment of this number of *Jahr*.

Two book reviews, as well as one scientific meeting review, are also parts of this issue. I would like to thank the members of the Editorial Board, peer-reviewers, and all other associates included in the creation of this issue. I owe special thanks to the Executive Editor, Managing Editor, Guest Editor, and our Language Editors for the extraordinary help.

Enjoy reading *Jahr*!

Igor Eterović